
New Products Release Information

STB-MS

STB-HW

The weight customizable vinyl stabilizer

The heavy weight vinyl stabilizer

「STB-MS」is the original vinyl stabilizer produced with innovation concepts. It is composed by 
detachable 10 parts and its weight is changeable by the number of the weights for your best 
timbre tuning. And, the optional carbon weight, 「STB-CM」, can be equipped according to your 
preference. Furthermore, it can be used for EPs by flipping it upside down.
 
The「STB-HW」is the heavy-weight model which is the heaviest vinyl stabilizer on the market 
when it is full-weighted condition. It enhances the tracing ability of the groove to the maximum.   

●Composition：A5052 Aluminum cut by NC machining, Alumite treatment（top/bottom disc）、Silver carbon FRP（surface）、Chrome 

plated pure brass（Weight×6・Axis×1）、Silver carbon sheet（Weight spacer×1）

●Weight / Dimension： 

                    STB-MS　200ｇ（without weights）～ 440ｇ（with weights）*weight changeable by unit (40ｇ)・φ70mm H35mm

                    STB-HW   240ｇ（without weights）～ 790ｇ（with weights）**weight changeable by unit (90ｇ)・φ70mm H55mm

＜FEATURE＞
・The hybrid component of Aluminum, brass and silver carbon controls vibration on the turntable to stabilize 
the trace of stylus.
・It has customizable weight function by brass weights for your faverite timbre tuning.
・Optionally, It also possible to change the brass weights to the carbon weight, “STB-CM”.
・It can be used for a turntable with floating suspension system such as “LINN LP-12” only when it has no 
brass weights or it equipped with 6 of carbon weights. 
・It fits your hand for smooth operation by ergonomics design.
・It can be used as an EP stabilizer by flipping it upside down.
・The silver carbon soft weight spacer which damps the mutual interference 
of vibration is equipped and removable.
・STB-MS, 35mm height, can be used when the turntable cover is closed. 
・It enhances the sound quality with our original turntable sheet, MJ-12.

Release Date : 2010 / 6/ 30

「STB-CM」(simultaneously released)
Replacement carbon pipe for STB
STB-CM4: 4 pieces in a box
STB-CM6: 6 pieces in a box


